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Network Anomaly Detection
Expert guidance to help you write the essay that gets you accepted by the best
business schools If you're applying to a business school these days, you need more
than good grades, high GMAT scores, and an impressive resume. You need to write
attention-grabbing essays that express your individuality, identify your goals, and
play up your talents and strengths. Written by a renowned admissions consultant
who has helped applicants get accepted into the nation's top schools, this all-inone guide will show you what today's top-level admissions offices are looking for.
Filled with clear guidelines, insider tips, and winning samples, it will lead you
through every step of the application essay process. You'll learn how to organize
and structure your writing, avoid common pitfalls, and market yourself like a pro.
The book includes: The 8 most common essay questions--and how to answer them
22 actual essays by successful applicants to top schools Interactive exercises and
self-quizes to guide you in the right direction Self-marketing strategies to highlight
your individual talents Candid insights from admissions officers at top-ranked
business schools

Great Application Essays for Business School
This book contains selected papers from the First International Conference on
Progress in Digital and Physical Manufacturing (ProDPM'19), organized by the
School of Technology and Management (ESTG) of the Polytechnic Institute of Leiria
(IPL). It presents a significant contribution to the current advances in digital and
physical manufacturing issues as it contains topical research in this field. The book
content is of interest to those working on digital and physical manufacturing,
promoting better links between the academia and the industry. The conference
papers cover a wide range of important topics like biomanufacturing, advanced
rapid prototyping technologies, rapid tooling and manufacturing, micro-fabrication,
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3D CAD and data acquisition, and collaborative design.

Handbook of Sustainability in Additive Manufacturing
Spiral bound, with durable laminated pages, the 8th edition of Code Check
Electrical is the perfect on-the-job resource for electricians, builders, remodelers,
and building inspectors dealing with electrical work. Completely updated to the
2017 National Electrical Code and the 2015 International Residential Code, this
reliable resource can help builders and re-modelers avoid the most common
electrical code violations for every type of residential electrical system. Whether
you are dealing with grounding, bonding, service panels, branch circuits, GFCIs and
AFCIs, switches, receptables, photovoltaics, or other systems, the more than 100
tables and figures in this guide guarantee expert, reliable guidance every step of
the way. Easy to access and easy to use, Code Check Electrical will ensure that all
jobs meet the highest safety standards while drastically reducing code violation
call-backs.

A Manual of Trench Warfare
The first detailed collation of the evolution, ecology and conservation of some of
South America's least-known, and most endangered, primates.

Color Workbook
Pulsars are rapidly spinning neutron stars, the collapsed cores of once massive
stars that ended their lives as supernova explosions. In this book, Geoff McNamara
explores the history, subsequent discovery and contemporary research into pulsar
astronomy. The story of pulsars is brought right up to date with the announcement
in 2006 of a new breed of pulsar, Rotating Radio Transients (RRATs), which emit
short bursts of radio signals separated by long pauses. These may outnumber
conventional radio pulsars by a ratio of four to one. Geoff McNamara ends by
pointing out that, despite the enormous success of pulsar research in the second
half of the twentieth century, the real discoveries are yet to be made including,
perhaps, the detection of the hypothetical pulsar black hole binary system by the
proposed Square Kilometre Array - the largest single radio telescope in the world.

Clocks in the Sky
With the rapid rise in the ubiquity and sophistication of Internet technology and the
accompanying growth in the number of network attacks, network intrusion
detection has become increasingly important. Anomaly-based network intrusion
detection refers to finding exceptional or nonconforming patterns in network traffic
data compared to normal behavior. Finding these anomalies has extensive
applications in areas such as cyber security, credit card and insurance fraud
detection, and military surveillance for enemy activities. Network Anomaly
Detection: A Machine Learning Perspective presents machine learning techniques
in depth to help you more effectively detect and counter network intrusion. In this
book, you’ll learn about: Network anomalies and vulnerabilities at various layers
The pros and cons of various machine learning techniques and algorithms A
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taxonomy of attacks based on their characteristics and behavior Feature selection
algorithms How to assess the accuracy, performance, completeness, timeliness,
stability, interoperability, reliability, and other dynamic aspects of a network
anomaly detection system Practical tools for launching attacks, capturing packet or
flow traffic, extracting features, detecting attacks, and evaluating detection
performance Important unresolved issues and research challenges that need to be
overcome to provide better protection for networks Examining numerous attacks in
detail, the authors look at the tools that intruders use and show how to use this
knowledge to protect networks. The book also provides material for hands-on
development, so that you can code on a testbed to implement detection methods
toward the development of your own intrusion detection system. It offers a
thorough introduction to the state of the art in network anomaly detection using
machine learning approaches and systems.

A Summary of Scientific Method
Nothing compares to the accuracy you get with paper piecing—and it’s never been
easier to learn! Amy Garro’s step-by-step visual guide to precision piecing opens
up a world of possibilities for the modern quilter. Choose from 13 striking quilt
patterns that appeal to the modern aesthetic, designed in Amy’s sophisticated
style, featuring clever color placement, unique settings, and a thoughtful use of
negative space. With blocks that range from easy to more challenging, there’s
something for every skill level. Discover time-saving tricks that will help you sew
extreme angles, sharp points, and unique shapes with perfect results! Her tips for
setting up your workspace, choosing the best tools, and transferring patterns will
turn you into the expert.

The Decentralized and Networked Future of Value Creation
This book provides a comparative analysis of the impact of the economic crisis on
the quality of work and work-life balance.

Storied Sips
Mysterious, charismatic, and one of a kind—the only way to find Amanda is to think
like Amanda. When enigmatic freshman Amanda Valentino arrived at Endeavor
High, she chose three people—Callie, Hal, and Nia—to guide her through the
choppy waters of her new school. Except she didn't tell them about each other.
When Amanda leaves, the three must reluctantly work together to figure out why.
But once they start piecing together the cryptic clues that Amanda herself is
leaving for them, they realize that everything they thought they knew about her is
false. The more they dig, the mystery of where—and who—Amanda is deepens.

Economic Crisis, Quality of Work, and Social Integration
Appropriate for any course introducing management information systems from a
business perspective. This casebook will serve as an ideal complement to most
MIS/CIS textbooks. Designed to demonstrate how software can support managerial
decision-making activities, this casebook features 24 cases (more than another
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casebook currently on the market) covering a wide range of functional areas
throughout the business, including finance/accounting, HR, production, and
information systems. The cases are spread across three difficulty levels basic,
intermediate, and advanced. They present common managerial issues and
problems, and encourage students to actually use their models to make decisions
for the cases characters. They require students to apply spreadsheet, database,
Web-page development, and/or presentation graphics software, often in an
integrated manner. Many of the cases require students to prepare both written and
oral presentations on their solutions. Among the topics covered in MIS Cases:
Decision Making with Application Software Second Edition: forecasting, inventory
decisions, what-if analyses, pricing strategies, billing decisions, and much more.

Additional Mathematics
"This book contains the reflections of one Mohawk woman and her struggles to find
a good place to be in Canadian society. The essays, written in enjoyable and
accessible language, document the struggles against oppression that Aboriginal
people face, as well as the success and change that have come to Aboriginal
communities. It speaks to both the mind and the heart."--Publisher.

Worry Warts
Dear Mum and Dad, This is just to let you know that I took the torch, the hammer,
the gardening trowel, the plastic strainer, the chocolate biscuits and the stuff that's
missing from the bathroom. So it's OK, you haven't been burgled. Please don't
worry, things are looking better than I thought opal-wise. Love, Keith What does a
kid do when his Mum and Dad are worry warts? Make them rich, decides Keith.
Very, very rich. It's a brilliant plan-if it works.

Rat Dissection Manual
This is a well-established international series that examines major areas of basic
and clinical research within neuroscience (as well as emerging and promising
subfields): neuroanatomy, neurophysiology, neuroimaging, neurobiology,
neuropharmacology, neuroendocrinology, neuropathology, neuropsychiatry, and
neurobehavior. This volume provides a thorough treatment of gene models of
schizophrenia, presenting articles from leading contributors in this important area.

Hospital Waste Incinerator Field Inspection and Source
Evaluation Manual
An intriguing novel with a classic feel, featuring three vividly alive young sisters, an
eccentric family struggling against the odds, and the slowly revealed story of a
house with a past.

Une Vie and Other Stories
Reiki master and best-selling author Diane Stein has been a dedicated hands-on
healer since 1988. Stein believes strongly that this powerful healing art, once a
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closely guarded secret tradition, should be accessible and available to all. Since
she began teaching in 1990, Stein has initiated thousands of students in all three
levels of Reiki healing. Through these efforts she developed a comprehensive
teaching method that encompasses the fundamentals of this ancient system. The
ESSENTIAL REIKI TEACHING MANUAL equips the Reiki initiate with the practical
tools needed for launching a Reiki healing practice, leading a Reiki workshop, and
becoming a more effective Reiki practitioner. This hands-on instructional guide
together with the digitally re-mastered DIANE STEIN'S ESSENTIAL REIKI WORKSHOP
DVD is the next best thing to a personal teaching session with Diane Stein herself.

Essential Reiki Teaching Manual
A refreshingly practical guide to real-world continuous improvement Lean Six
Sigma for Leaders presents a no-frills approach to adopting a continuous
improvement framework. Practical, down-to-earth and jargon-free, this book
outlines the basic principles and key points of the Lean Six Sigma approach to help
you quickly determine the best course for your company. Real-world case studies
illustrate implementation at various organisations to show you what went right,
what went wrong, what they learned and what they would have done differently,
giving you the distilled wisdom of hundreds of implementations with which to steer
your own organisation. Written from a leader's perspective, this quick and easy
read presents the real information you need to make informed strategic decisions.
While many organisations have implemented either Lean or Six Sigma, there is a
growing interest in a combined approach; by implementing the most effective
aspects of each, you end up with a more potent, adaptable system that benefits a
wider range of organisations. This book shows you how it works, and how to tailor
it to your organisation's needs. Understand the basic principles and key aspects of
Lean Six Sigma Examine case studies of organisations that have implemented the
framework Build on the lessons learned by other leaders to shape your own path
Achieve continuous improvement by creating the right environment for success In
theory, every organisation would like to attain continuous improvement — but
what does that look like in day-to-day practice? How is it structured? What
practices are in place? How can you implement this new approach with minimal
disruption to daily operations? Lean Six Sigma for Leaders answers these questions
and more, for a clear, actionable guide to real-world implementation.

Genetic Models of Schizophrenia
The Sociology of the Professions
Hospital Waste Incinerator Field Inspection and Source Evaluation Manual

Evolutionary Biology and Conservation of Titis, Sakis and
Uacaris
The origins of the telescope have been discussed and debated since shortly after
the instrument's appearance in The Hague in 1608. Civic and national pride have
led local dignitaries, popular writers, and numerous scholars to search the archives
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and to construct sharply divergent histories. Did the honor of the invention belong
to the Dutch, to the Italians, to the English, or to the Spanish? And if the city of
Middelburg in the Netherlands was, in fact, the cradle of the instrument, was the
"true inventor" Hans Lipperhey or his rival Zacharias Jansen? Or was the
instrument there before anyone knew it? Over the past several decades, a group of
historians and scientists have sought out new documents, re-examined familiar
ones, and tested early lenses and telescopes. This volume contains the
proceedings of a symposium held in Middelburg in September 2008 to mark 400
years of the telescope. The essays in it, taken as a whole, present a new and
convincing account of the origins of the instrument that changed mankind's vision
of the universe.

In Search of the Physical Basis of Life
This book highlights the sustainability aspects of additive manufacturing (AM) in
two separate volumes. It describes the details of this technology and its
implications on the entire product life cycle sustainability, as well as embedded
carbon and the further research needed to move this technology towards
sustainable, mainstream production. Sustainability is not new for any area of
industry, including additive manufacturing, and there are currently a number of
ongoing research projects, both in industry and in academic institutions, that are
investigating sustainability, embedded carbon and research activities which would
need to be done in the future to move this technology towards sustainable
mainstream production.

Paper Pieced Modern
Primate Craniofacial Function and Biology
Essential Image Processing and GIS for Remote Sensing is an accessible overview
of the subject and successfully draws together these three key areas in a balanced
and comprehensive manner. The book provides an overview of essential
techniques and a selection of key case studies in a variety of application areas.
Key concepts and ideas are introduced in a clear and logical manner and described
through the provision of numerous relevant conceptual illustrations. Mathematical
detail is kept to a minimum and only referred to where necessary for ease of
understanding. Such concepts are explained through common sense terms rather
than in rigorous mathematical detail when explaining image processing and GIS
techniques, to enable students to grasp the essentials of a notoriously challenging
subject area. The book is clearly divided into three parts, with the first part
introducing essential image processing techniques for remote sensing. The second
part looks at GIS and begins with an overview of the concepts, structures and
mechanisms by which GIS operates. Finally the third part introduces Remote
Sensing Applications. Throughout the book the relationships between GIS, Image
Processing and Remote Sensing are clearly identified to ensure that students are
able to apply the various techniques that have been covered appropriately. The
latter chapters use numerous relevant case studies to illustrate various remote
sensing, image processing and GIS applications in practice.
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Essential Image Processing and GIS for Remote Sensing
It is highly probable that the ability to distinguish between living and nonliving
objects was already well developed in early prehuman animals. Cognizance of the
difference between these two classes of objects, long a part of human knowledge,
led naturally to the division of science into two categories: physics and chemistry
on the one hand and biology on the other. So deep was this belief in the
separateness of physics and biology that, as late as the early nineteenth century,
many biologists still believed in vitalism, according to which living phenomena fall
outside the confines of the laws of physics. It was not until the middle of the
nineteenth century that Carl Ludwig, Hermann von Helmholz, Emil DuBoisReymond, and Ernst von Briicke inaugurated a physicochem ical approach to
physiology in which it was recognized clearly that one set of laws must govern the
properties and behavior of all matter, living and nonliving . . The task of a biologist
is like trying to solve a gigantic multidimensional crossword fill in the right physical
concepts at the right places. The biologist depends on puzzle: to the maturation of
the science of physics much as the crossword solver depends on a large and
correct vocabulary. The solver of crossword puzzles needs not just a good
vocabulary but a special vocabulary. Words like inee and oke are vitally useful to
him but are not part of the vocabulary of an English professor.

WICKED CAPRICE
This much-needed book provides a systematic introduction, both conceptual and
applied, to the sociology of the professions. Keith Macdonald guides the reader
through the chief sociological approaches to the professions, addressing their
strengths and weaknesses. The discussion is richly illustrated by examples from
and comparisons between the professions in Britain, the United States and Europe,
relating their development to their cultural context. The social exclusivity that
professions aim for is discussed in relation to social stratification, patriarchy and
knowledge, and is thoroughly illustrated by reference to examples from medicine
and other established professions, such as law and architecture. The themes of the
book are drawn together in a final chapter by means of a case study of
accountancy.

The Amanda Project
Primate Craniofacial Function and Biology is an integrative volume with broad
coverage of current research on primate craniofacial biology and function. Topic
headings include: the mammalian perspective on primate craniofacial form and
function, allometric and comparative morphological studies of primate heads, in
vivo research on primate mastication, modeling of the primate masticatory
apparatus, primate dental form and function, and palaeoanthropologic studies of
primate skulls. Additionally, the volume includes introductory chapters discussing
how primatologists study adaptations in primates and a discussion of in vivo
approaches for studying primate performance. At present, there are no texts with a
similar focus on primate craniofacial biology and no sources that approach this
topic from such a wide range of research perspectives. This breadth of research
covered by leaders in their respective fields make this volume a unique and
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innovative contribution to biological anthropology.

Handbook of Research on Investigations in Artificial Life
Research and Development
A Summary of Scientific Method is a brief description of what makes science
scientific. It is written in a direct, clear style that is accessible and informative for
scientists and science students. It is intended to help science teachers explain how
science works, highlighting strengths without ignoring limitations, and to help
scientists articulate the process and standards of their work. The book
demonstrates that there are several important requirements for being scientific,
and the most fundamental of these is maintaining an extensive, interconnected,
coherent network of ideas. Some components in the network are empirical, others
are theoretical, and they support each other. Clarifying the structure of this web of
knowledge explains the role of the commonly cited aspects of scientific method,
things like hypotheses, theories, testing, evidence, and the like. A Summary of
Scientific Method provides a clear, intuitive, and accurate model of scientific
method.

Lean Six Sigma For Leaders
Take a trip in a sip, a journey through time and place via the cocktail glass. The
libations in this intoxicating collection span some 200 years, from Europe to the Far
East, and they're the drinks with the best tales to tell. Because--without a
backstory--a cocktail is nothing more than spirits and mixers. But spike that drink
with an anecdote about the people, places, and circumstances that influenced its
creation, and imbibers are instantly transported. Step into a British officer's club in
1920s Burma to try the Pegu Club, disembark in colonial Bermuda to sample the
original Dark & Stormy, or join F. Scott Fitzgerald and Cole Porter at The Ritz Hotel
in Paris for a Royal Highball, among the many spirited adventures between these
covers. The book itself is like a classic cocktail, with its iconic, vintage appeal.
Mixed media illustrations by award-winning Danish artist Poul Lange feature
vintage bottle labels, postcards, and magazine images. The illustrations are
matched with simple recipes and deeply researched backstories for a new look at
the world's most iconic cocktails. More than a sum of its parts, Storied Sips is a
book about living the good life, treating oneself to a dash of civilized escapism at
the end of a busy day. Truly, there's nothing like a cocktail to strip away the
dullness of the mundane, gilding an evening with a heightened glow, or adding
cultured flair to a get-together with friends. Organized from light-bodied quenchers
to rich, complex warmers, Storied Sips makes it easy to find cocktail inspiration
any time of the year. REVIEWS FoodRepublic.com says: “Author Erica Duecy
chronicles 200 years of tending bar and the resulting book of tales are a must-read
for any cocktail aficionado.” “Like many other drink books, this one has cocktails
along with their stories and recipes. Yet unlike others, this tiny book and its alluring
collage-based illustrations is able to transport you to another time, a different era.
In just a page or two the writer paints vivid pictures that allow you to hear the
music of that moment, smell the smoke in that bar she's speaking of. It's a little
magical.” - Maureen Petrosky, www.thekitchn.com The Village Voice quips: “Other
than luxury real estate catalogs that stir-up serious home-envy, I can’t recall
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reading another book that so made me want to immediately sell my “cozy,
charming” apartment and buy a damn house. Why? I need kitchen cabinet space
to collect the vintage barware and vessels in which the drinks in this book deserve
to be served. Duecy, a first time author and deputy editor of Fodor’s Travel
website, recaptures the glamour of classic cocktails by succinctly sharing the
exotic, historical origin of each drink, seducing you to immediately take stock of
your liquor cabinet and make a grocery list of what’s missing.”

The Women's Health Big Book of Abs
A former Agent of death, Madeline Black now has everything to live for, most
importantly, her unborn child. But Chicago has become ground zero in a struggle
between ancient creatures, and only Maddy can stop the carnage… The mayor of
Chicago has announced a plan to round up the city’s supernatural beings and put
them in camps. With her due date looming, Maddy’s best move would be to lay low
for a while. But not everyone is willing to respect her privacy. Hounded by
tentacled monsters, a rogue shapeshifter, and a tenacious blogger, Maddy turns to
her most powerful ally, her uncle Daharan, only to find him missing. Just when it
seems like things can’t get any worse, Maddy gets an invitation in the mail—to
Lucifer’s wedding. Turns out everyone has been invited, friends and enemies alike.
And with that kind of guest list, it’s highly unlikely there will be a happily ever
after.

The Blue and the Gray
Black Spring
Thunder in My Soul
This sixth edition of Additional Mathematics: Pure and Applied, has been
completely revised and updated.

Handbook of Sustainability in Additive Manufacturing
The authors of the best-selling Country Threads Goes to Charm School present a
remarkable collection of designs inspired by the Civil War and ideal for
reproduction fabrics. Choose from 18 traditional quilt patterns, including wall
hangings, table toppers, and two beautiful doll quilts Make excellent use of scraps,
fat quarters, and even fat eighths Enjoy striking projects with names that conjure
images of the era, such as "Gettysburg," "Civil War Journal," and "Troops in
Formation"

Nine Open Arms
He fell in love the moment he walked in the door… Patrick is ready to confront
Isobel, who’s having an affair with his sister’s husband. But when he meets her,
she doesn’t seem like the type to go after a married man. Would his brother-in-law
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really cheat with such a plain, shabbily dressed woman? Could she be hiding an
evil heart under her mask of innocence? And why can’t Patrick stop thinking about
her?

The Origins of the Telescope
ALERT: Before you purchase, check with your instructor or review your course
syllabus to ensure that you select the correct ISBN. Several versions of Pearson's
MyLab & Mastering products exist for each title, including customized versions for
individual schools, and registrations are not transferable. In addition, you may
need a CourseID, provided by your instructor, to register for and use Pearson's
MyLab & Mastering products. Packages Access codes for Pearson's MyLab &
Mastering products may not be included when purchasing or renting from
companies other than Pearson; check with the seller before completing your
purchase. Used or rental books If you rent or purchase a used book with an access
code, the access code may have been redeemed previously and you may have to
purchase a new access code. Access codes Access codes that are purchased from
sellers other than Pearson carry a higher risk of being either the wrong ISBN or a
previously redeemed code. Check with the seller prior to purchase. -- Explores
color theory through hands-on student activities Color Workbook presents a wideranging overview of color theory and design combined with student activities that
reinforce color concepts through hands-on experience. With a practical focus
partnered with accessible explanations and application exercises, this program
continues to prove successful with students and instructors. The new edition
contains enhanced images and updated interactive activities for students to apply
the concepts in each chapter. When paired with the new MySearchLab with eText,
this program has never been more engaging and accessible. Learning Goals Upon
completing this book, readers should be able to: Identify color theoretical concepts
Learn color techniques Recognize the use of design elements and principles Apply
color theories into one's personal artwork Note: MySearchLab with eText does not
come automatically packaged with this text. To purchase MySearchLab with eText,
please visit www.mysearchlab.com or you can purchase a ValuePack of the text +
MySearchLab (at no additional cost): ValuePack ISBN-10: 0205877117 / ValuePack
ISBN-13: 9780205877119.

In the Shadow of Statues
Research on artificial life is critical to solving various dynamic obstacles individuals
face on a daily basis. From electric wheelchairs to navigation, artificial life can play
a role in improving both the simple and complex aspects of civilian life. The
Handbook of Research on Investigations in Artificial Life Research and
Development is a vital scholarly reference source that examines emergent
research in handling real-world problems through the application of various
computation technologies and techniques. Examining topics such as computational
intelligence, multi-agent systems, and fuzzy logic, this publication is a valuable
resource for academicians, scientists, researchers, and individuals interested in
artificial intelligence developments.

Code Check Electrical
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Hey, everything's changed. New Women, New Men, New Economy. People are
working as equals + building smarter capitalism for the long term. And, the market
is choosing for us. If you don't get your head around the New Economy CODE,
you'll crash out. Around the world organisations with women in leadership innovate
more and deliver better financial performance. Communities, companies and
countries that are more inclusive do better. Who are they? They include AMP, Arup,
Atlassian, Telstra, Qantas, Unilever, The Hunger Project, Planet Labs, tech
disruptors, defence forces and dynamic SMEs from Scandinavia to outback
Australia and the new Silicon Valley mindset. New Women, New Men, New
Economy finds people championing equality from Sydney to Toronto, designing a
world without waste, building social capital and winning new markets. How are
they doing it? By cracking the CODE. These leaders invest in Creativity, Openness,
Diversity and Equity. The future of business is different, so they're doing things
differently and profitably. Find out what it takes - it's time to get on board. "Narelle
and Rodin have made a powerful contribution by showing us the talent, human and
innovation benefits that are delivered when we build diverse and inclusive teams."
- Elizabeth Broderick, Co-Chair UN Women's Empowerment Principles Leadership
Group "This is a fundamental change in the way we lead and manage. You get the
culture of a company right, that is inclusive, transparent, that unites people who
are making a difference every day and focused on customers, it is just incredibly
powerful." - David Thodey, Former Telstra CEO, Chair of CSIRO www.new-womennew-men-new-economy.com

Indigenous Knowledge Forum
This book identifies, analyzes and discusses the current trends of digitalized,
decentralized, and networked physical value creation by focusing on the particular
example of 3D printing. In addition to evaluating 3D printing’s disruptive potentials
against a broader economic background, it also addresses the technology’s
potential impacts on sustainability and emerging modes of bottom-up and
community-based innovation. Emphasizing these topics from economic, technical,
social and environmental perspectives, the book offers a multifaceted overview
that scrutinizes the scenario of a fundamental transition: from a centralized to a far
more decentralized system of value creation.

Progress in Digital and Physical Manufacturing
The essential diet and fitness guide to lean, sexy abs--including a results-driven
4-week program to lose weight, strengthen your core, and tone your entire body.
Call it a spare tire, muffin top, or paunch. Men and women consistently cite their
belly as their biggest problem area--and it is often the toughest final pounds to
lose. Not anymore! Whether readers' eating habits have been affected by stress,
their bodies have changed with age, or they're constantly doing crunches without
results, it's time to blast belly fat the right way. Using the comprehensive, week-byweek eating and exercise plan, readers can lose up to 20 pounds in 4 weeks--and
keep it off, forever. The Women's Health Big Book of Abs special features include:
A delicious, easy-to-follow diet that includes satisfying carbs! A special section on
the best pre- and post-pregnancy workouts Hundreds of tips on how to reveal a
lean, flat belly and bikini-worthy body! Including a step-by-step, 4-week eating and
exercise plan, easy-to-prepare recipes, and hundreds of exercises, The Women's
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Health Big Book of Abs is the ultimate guide to a leaner, fitter, sexier body--starting
with your core.

MIS Cases
This book highlights essential aspects of sustainability in the Additive
Manufacturing (AM) field in two separate volumes. It demonstrates the details of
this technology and examines its implications for sustainability throughout the
entire product life cycle, embedded carbon, and future research efforts that will be
necessary to move this technology towards sustainable mainstream production.
Sustainability is nothing new for any industrial field, and AM is no exception.
Accordingly, industrialists and scientists alike are intensively engaged in research
to promote sustainability in this important field.

New Women, New Men, New Economy
When Mitch Landrieu addressed the people of New Orleans in May 2017 about his
decision to take down four Confederate monuments, including the statue of Robert
E. Lee, he struck a nerve nationally, and his speech has now been heard or seen by
millions across the country. In his first book, Mayor Landrieu discusses his personal
journey on race as well as the path he took to making the decision to remove the
monuments, tackles the broader history of slavery, race and institutional inequities
that still bedevil America, and traces his personal relationship to this history.
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